
Underground Architecture – a tour of the Tube

Baker Street

Baker Street, opened in January 1863, was one of the stations on the initial section of the 
Metropolitan Railway (MR), the world's first underground railway. Running from Farringdon to Baker 
Street, the railway was proposed by Charles Pearson, the City of London's Solicitor to link the City 
with mainline railway termini at Paddington, Euston, Kings Cross and St Pancras. Pearson had 
originally proposed the construction of one terminus for all mainline railways at Holborn, but this 
never materialised. 

The MR's engineer, John Fowler, used the 'cut and cover' construction method under the 'New Road' 
(now Marylebone Road, Euston Road and Pentonville Road). Construction was delayed for a number 
of reasons, including, near Farringdon, the River Fleet bursting into the cutting during excavation 
killing a number of workers. Once opened however, the Met soon extended to the west to 
Hammersmith in 1864 – in co-operation with the Great Western Railway which required both 
standard gauge and broad gauge track – then to South Kensington in 1868; to the east it reached 
Aldersgate (now Aldgate) in 1876.

The original station building at Baker Street no longer exists; the present building dates from 1911 
and was designed by Charles W. Clark, the Met's in-house architect at the time whose work can 
also be seen at Great Portland Street. A hotel was planned for the upper floors but construction 
was halted by the First World War. The flats above, Chiltern Court, were not completed until the 
1920s; one of the first residents was the author H.G.Wells.

Platforms 5 & 6 are the original Metropolitan Railway platforms, but are now served by 
Hammersmith & City and Circle line trains; platforms 1 to 4 were built for the MR's extensions 
initially to St John's Wood (in 1868) then further north, through what would become Metroland, to 
Aylesbury. The MR's Chairman Sir Edward Watkin, appointed in 1872, was also chairman of the 
Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire Railway (later the Great Central Railway) and the South 
Eastern Railway. Watkin planned was to run services direct from Manchester to Dover and was even 
an early advocate of a Channel Tunnel; if his plans had come to fruition this would have allowed 
direct services from Manchester to Calais. It was only after Watkin's retirement after a stroke that 
the Great Central abandoned plans to run services to Baker Street, and built Marylebone Station.

The Poet Laureate John Betjeman was fascinated by the Met and Metroland, and wrote extensively 
about them, including 'The Metropolitan Railway Baker Street Station Buffet' and 'Monody On The 
Death of Aldersgate Station', the latter written when the original Aldersgate station building was 
demolished (the current Barbican station now stands on the site).

Features to note:
• The Booking Hall – Art Deco style: ornate ceiling, timber panelling; WH Smith – the 

newsagent took early advantage of the railway boom by purchasing concessions to operate 
news-stands on stations

• Platforms – Ventilation shafts (with interpretation material and pictures)
• Externally – MR crests; 'Luggage' office, reflecting the MR's aspirations as a mainline railway
• The Tea Rooms (now a Wetherspoons, but also used by LT as a recruitment centre) – 

ornately ceilinged and columned

En route to Gloucester Road:

Near Bayswater, the construction of the line required the demolition of two houses. In order to 
maintain the aesthetic continuity of the adjacent row of houses (and to maintain property values)  
two dummy houses were constructed - 23 and 24 Leinster Gardens - with no foundations or 
structure, merely façades with painted windows.  



Gloucester Road

Gloucester Road reflects the fragmented development of the Underground as there are 
technically two separate stations here: the MR's station, opened in 1868 as Brompton (Gloucester 
Road), and the Great Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton Railway's (GNP&BR) station, opened in 1906.

Metropolitan District Railway:

The façade for the station identifies it as belonging to the Metropolitan District Railway (MDR), 
although strictly speaking it was opened by the MR. This confusing situation can be explained by 
the fact that while the MR was building east-west to the north of the City, the MDR – the two 
companies initially shared a chairman and three directors – was building along an east-west 
alignment to the south. It initially opened in 1868 from South Kensington ( just before the 
Metropolitan arrived here) to Westminster, then further east under Joseph Bazalgette's Victoria 
Embankment to Mansion House by 1871 (sitting in Victoria Embankment Gardens today, it is possible 
to hear District and Circle line trains rumbling beneath). The MR and MDR eventually both ran 
services between High Street Kensington and South Kensington which explains the station's 
identification as a Metropolitan District Station, and the four running lines (now reduced to three), 2 
each for the MR and MDR.

The final stretch required to complete what is now the Circle Line – from Mansion House to meet 
the MR at Mark Lane (renamed Tower Hill in 1946 and closed in 1967 to be replaced by the current 
Tower Hill) – was finally completed in 1884. The delay was largely due to animosity between the 
Metropolitan and the Metropolitan District that had surfaced by this time. In 1871, the year the MR 
appointed Sir Edward Watkin, the MDR had sacked the board members it shared with the MR, and 
appointed James Staat Forbes as its Director. Forbes was also Chairman of the London Chatham 
and Dover Railway – a rival to the Watkin's South Eastern Railway – hence Forbes and Watkin were 
in stiff competition.

Construction of the Metropolitan District fell to John Fowler again who as well as engineering the 
cut and cover line, also designed the stations in a common style: white Suffolk brick and Portland 
Stone, wrought iron and glass canopies. While, strictly speaking, Gloucester Road is a Metropolitan 
Railway station, it is a good a example of Fowler's stations of the time, including those for the 
Metropolitan District. The original entrance canopy and balustrade along the roof line have long 
since gone (although the balustrade has been replaced more recently), but many original features 
remain. 

Great Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton Railway:

By the turn of the century, the District/Circle services were becoming increasingly congested. As a 
remedy the MDR proposed a deep level express tube between Gloucester Road and Mansion 
House, with an intermediate stop at Charing Cross (now Embankment), but this route was modified 
when the MDR acquired the yet-to-be-built Brompton and Piccadilly Circus Railway in 1898. The 
MDR was itself taken over in 1901 by The Underground Electric Railways of London Company 
(UERL) under the chairmanship of dubious American financier Charles Tyson Yerkes, who having 
been convicted of bribery and corruption in the US, had turned his attention to London. The UERL 
also owned the Great Northern and Strand Railway that proposed a tube line from Wood Green to 
The Strand. 

These three proposals were eventually merged to form the Great Northern Piccadilly and 
Brompton Railway (GNP&BR) which opened in 1906 between Finsbury Park and Hammersmith. 
Stations on the GNP&BR were designed by Leslie Green who carried out similar work for the Baker 
Street & Waterloo (now the Bakerloo line) and the Charing Cross, Euston and Hamsptead Railway 
(CCE&HR, now the Charing Cross branch of the Northern Line). His stations are easily identifiable – 
the oxblood-red tiling to the exteriors is very distinctive, often combined with station names set 
out in relief (as at Gloucester Road, sometimes in gold lettering), while at platform level Green 
used geometric tiling patterns with bands of different coloured tiles to identify each station. 



Green was elected as a Fellow of RIBA in 1907 but his workload had affected his health and he 
died of Tuberculosis in 1908, aged only 33. His work is now widely recognised as being iconic railway 
architecture and Gloucester Road is one of 3 Green stations currently listed. Earlier commentators 
have been less favourable however. Christian Barman, publicity officer for London Underground in 
the 1950s, described Green's style as 'pompous', adding 'their colour, the colour of ox-liver – about 
the most unattractive ever used in the streets of London – looks almost black when lit up by the 
street sights at night. Nikolaus Pevsner wrote in 1942 that 'the feeling for architectural 
responsibility was there but with no-one to guide it and nobody to satisfy it according to the 
highest standards of the day'.

Features to note:

MDR station: 
• Platforms – 4 platforms, 2 each for the Metropolitan and Metropolitan District (one disused 

platform is now used for 'Art In The Underground' displays); ventilation shafts as at Baker 
Street; glass canopy

• Externally – mosaic station name (not original, installed when the now-restored balustrade 
(which held a station name-board) was removed (date unknown)

• Booking Hall – Lifts are not original but one 'Arts and Crafts' style grill remains although 
not above the current lifts. It is of a standard style supplied by Otis in the early 1900s

•
GNP&BR Station:

• Platforms – tiled in original style with geometric patterns and green banding to identify 
Gloucester Road; direction arrows to Finsbury Park (eastbound platform) and Hammersmith 
(westbound platform)

• Externally – signature Green oxblood red tiling with station name in relief picked out in 
gold lettering

Trivia: the eastbound Piccadilly platform was the scene of a murder in 1953: Polish countess Teresa 
Lubienska, a survivor of Auschwitz, was stabbed five times in mysterious circumstances. Her 
assailant was never caught.

En route to Oxford Circus:

Ghosts! Between South Kensington and Knightsbridge is a disused station, Brompton Road, little 
used between its opening in 1906 and final closure in 1934. If you look closely, passages can be 
seen between the old platforms and some tiling remains. On the surface, one elevation of Green's 
station building remains facing Brompton Oratory. 

And between Hyde Park Corner and Green Park, the tube passes Down Street, closed in 1932 only 
25 years after its opening, and used as a shelter for Churchill and the War Cabinet during the 
Second World War until the Cabinet War Rooms were ready. The platforms were bricked up and 
the brickwork can be seen from passing trains, although there are gaps that allow a tantalising 
glimpse into the old station.. Leslie Green's surface building remains.



Oxford Circus

Central London Railway:

As at Gloucester Road, two station buildings can be found at Oxford Circus. The earlier building is 
that of the Central London Railway which opened in 1900 between Shepherd's Bush and Bank after 
years of planning. It faced objections from the MR and NDR who worried about loss of passengers, 
and from the City of London and Dean and Chapter of St Paul's, both concerned about subsidence. 
The railway was constructed using a Greathead Shield (of which more later) and built its stations 
on 'humps' to help with deceleration and acceleration of trains when approaching and leaving 
stations. 

The CLR charged a flat fare of twopence for a journey between any two stations, and thus became 
known as the 'Twopenny Tube'. It was incredibly popular – partly because its electric trains were 
quicker and cleaner than the MDR and MR's steam services, which were only replaced after 
electrification in the early 1900s – and passenger numbers reached 45 million per year in its first 
few years of operation.

The CLR station was designed, as were all the other initial CLR stations, by Harry Bell Measures, 
the exception being Bank which has no surface buildings. His previous work included high quality 
housing as in-house architect for the house builder William Willett (who originally promoted the 
idea of British Summer Time leading to the Summer Time Act of 1916). He also designed Rowton 
Houses, hostels for working men which are mentioned by Orwell in 'Down and Out in Paris and 
London'.

Baker Street & Waterloo Railway:

The other station building that of the Baker Street & Waterloo Railway (BS&WR, now the Bakerloo 
line). This opened in 1906 after a precarious early history, in which its owner, the London and Globe 
Finance Corporation, collapsed due to the fraudulent activities of its proprietor Whitaker Wright. 
Wright was a successful mining engineer born in England but raised in Canada, returning to London 
to form London and Globe which sold bonds to raise finance for mining operations. Wright 'cooked 
the books' of one of his mining subsidiaries to hide financial losses, as a result of which he was 
tried and convicted of fraud and sentenced to seven years in 1904. Immediately after sentencing he 
famously committed suicide in the Royal Courts of Justice by swallowing a cyanide pill – on his 
body was found a revolver, presumably a back-up plan. 

Construction of the BS&WR, which had begun in 1898, ground to a halt and only resumed when the 
company was taken over by Yerkes' UERL. The line eventually opened of 10th March 1906 between 
Baker Street and Elephant and Castle. Stations were designed by Leslie Green, in a similar style to 
those of the GNP&BR and CCE&H.

Features to note:

• CLR station – Queen Anne style in red stone – typical of the other CLR stations designed by 
Bell Measures

• BS&WR station – typical Leslie Green station with ox-blood red tiling. 'UELR' crests feature 
on the corner.

• Booking hall – the original stations had no shared booking hall, however one was 
constructed in 1925 beneath Argyll Street but this was inadequate and very congested. The 
current circular booking hall beneath the junction of Oxford Street and Regent Street was 
built during construction of the Victoria Line in the 1960s, traffic being carried over the 
works on a steel 'umbrella' for the 5 year construction period.  

En route to Kennington:
 
The platforms at Tottenham Court Road feature tessellated mural mosaics by Scottish sculptor 
Eduardo Paolozzi (1924-2005)



Kennington

The CLR was not the first deep level tube to be built, nor the first to use electric traction: that 
honour falls to the City and South London Railway (C&SLR, now the Bank branch of the Northern 
line) which opened in 1890 between Stockwell and the first City tube terminus at King William 
Street. Its engineer and proposer was James Henry Greathead whose name survives as inventor of 
the Greathead Shield, a tunnelling tool still in use today; Greathead is commemorated with a 
statue outside the Royal Exchange at Bank. 

Its route ran from Stockwell via stations at The Oval (now just Oval), Kennington, Elephant & 
Castle to Borough, then under the Thames near London Bridge. Greathead had experience of 
tunnelling beneath the Thames, having constructed the Tower Subway in 1869-70. The original 
terminus at King William Street lay at the top of a sharp incline and bend such that the railway's 
electric locomotives (which pulled windowless, highly upholstered carriages known as 'padded 
cells') often struggled to reach their destination. 

When the C&SLR extended in 1900 northwards to Moorgate Street (now Moorgate) and southwards 
to Clapham Common, the terminus at King William Street was abandoned and the route ran via a 
new station at London Bridge, thence northwards to Bank. Some of the tunnels remain and are 
accessible from the basement of Regis House, an office block on the north side of London Bridge – 
a plaque on the wall near the Monument commemorates King William Street station.

The stations were designed by T. Phillips Figgis who also designed a number of other railway 
stations as well as church buildings and housing for the Presbyterian Church, notably in Poplar and 
Chislehurst. Kennington, now listed, is the only C&SLR station to retain so many original features, 
the others having been largely modified in the 1920s or entirely rebuilt more recently.

Features to note: 

• Platform/booking hall – tiling in City and South London style 
• Externally – dome housing lift equipment, topped with a cupola; an access ladder and doors 

into the dome shown in a drawing from the 1980s appear to have been removed; canopy over 
station entrance is a later 1920s addition.

Trivia: There is a reversing loop at Kennington that allows terminating trains from the Charing Cross 
branch to leave the station southbound, run round the loop and head back towards Charing Cross in 
a northbound direction without the driver changing ends. The loop is reputed to be haunted – 
drivers have reported doors between carriages banging shut when there are no passengers on 
board.

En route to Balham:

Clapham Common and Clapham North retain their island platforms, the only stations on the 
Underground to still do do.



Balham

1906 saw the arrival at UERL of Frank Pick. He arrived with new Managing Director Sir George Gibb, 
appointed by Edgar Speyer who succeeded Charles Tyson Yerkes as UERL Chairman upon Yerkes' 
death in late 1905. Pick had worked with Gibbs at the North Eastern Railway and by 1908 had been 
appointed Publicity Officer at UERL – he commissioned artists to produce posters with the 
successful aim of increasing off peak passenger numbers.

By 1912, Pick became Commercial Manager under General Manager Albert (later Lord) Stanley, and 
thereafter progressed to become Assistant Joint Manager (1921) and Managing Director (1928) of the 
Underground Group (as it was now known), then Managing Director of the London Passenger 
Transport Board (LPTB) on nationalisation. Pick's legacy remains as a result of his love of good 
design and attention to detail: he commissioned the calligrapher Edward Johnston to produce a 
new corporate font (Johnston Sans) and redesign the roundel logo; he authorised a trial printing of 
Harry Beck's schematic tube map, which was massively successful; he oversaw the design of every 
aspect of the Underground's (and later LPTB's) operations – seat fabric, posters, signage, litter 
bins...... Pick appointed numerous contemporary designers and artists, including Man Ray, E. 
McKnight Kauffer, and Laszlo Moholy-Nagy (who all produced artwork for posters) and Enid Marx 
and Marianne Straub (designers of 'moquette' seat fabrics). 

Despite his somewhat authoritarian approach – he would visit stations at random and pen scathing 
letters to their managers (allegedly in green ink) pointing out aesthetic shortcomings  in the upkeep 
of the stations – Pick was actually something of a humble man. Having declined a knighthood and a 
peerage, Pick finally resigned in 1941 having refused to produce wartime propaganda for Churchill 
(who requested that his secretary 'never let that impeccable busman darken my door again' -  an 
insult to Pick who considered himself a railway man) and died soon after.

Pick was involved prominently with the Design and Industries Association and it was here he met 
Charles Holden. Holden was a partner in the firm of Adams Holden & Pearson and by the time of his 
involvement with the Underground, was already an established and successful architect with a 
long list of prestigious projects to his name: Belgrave Hospital for Children, Kennington; Bristol 
Central Library (compared to Charles Rennie Mackintosh's Glasgow School of Art); the British 
Medical Association's building on the Strand; a total of 67 cemeteries for the War Graves 
Commission. 

In the 1920s, what is now the Northern line underwent extensive modernisation. The entire line was 
closed to allow the C&SLR tunnels to be widened and connected to the CCE&HR. To the north it 
was extended to Edgware, with attractive stations designed by Stanley Heaps, a former assistant to 
Leslie Green, and by this time in-house architect to the Underground Group. Heaps' neo-Georgian 
Doric-columned station at Hendon Central, and Italianate style Edgware are both impressive.

In 1924 Pick appointed Holden as consultant architect to work with Heaps on seven new stations on 
the extension to the C&SLR from Clapham Common to Morden.  Each was a simple yet modern and 
impressive design employing white Portland Stone and glazed panels separated by columns 
forming a screen adapted to fit each site. Lighting was an important feature – Holden employed 
simple 'Arts and Crafts' style chandeliers ('electroliers') to illuminate station interiors and, because 
of the amount of glazing used, to light up the station exteriors from within at night. Holden was so 
concerned that the basic station concept should be functional as well as aesthetic that a full scale 
mock up was constructed in the engineering workshops at Earl's Court. Balham station opened in 
December 1926, shortly after trains began running on the Morden extension.

All Holden's stations on the Morden extension (except Morden itself, which had an office block 
built above in the 1960s) are now Grade II listed.

Balham was the scene of a World War Two tragedy. The station was used as an air-raid shelter but 
on 14th October 1940 a 1400kg bomb scored a direct hit on the road junction directly above the 
booking hall. A bus fell into the massive crater that and the tunnels collapsed, water mains and 
sewers burst and flooded the platforms resulting in 67 deaths.



Features to note: 

• Externally – Portland stone, glazing, large prominent roundels; design follows the basic 
pattern of a three faced frieze; Chestnut Grove entrance is less angled due to site 
constraints.

• Entrances – large area of glazing allows natural light to penetrate; white tiling; Art Deco 
vent grills; timber handrails and panelling – simple yet decorative; Arts and Crafts 
'electroliers'; simple decorative mouldings to ceilings



St James's Park

The original station here from 1868 no longer survives: the current station is incorporated into 55 
Broadway, the London Transport headquarters designed by Holden. Like Holden's earlier tube 
stations, and his later work (such as the Senate House for the University of London), 55 Broadway 
features a façade of Portland Stone and an emphasis on lighting: the cruciform design allows as 
much light as possible to reach the offices within. 

Built between 1927 and 1929 it is an Art Deco masterpiece: the building itself and internal fittings 
and furniture were all designed by Holden using high quality materials (bronze and marble) in a 
similar style to that Holden employed on the redesign of the booking hall at Piccadilly Circus in 
1928 (as with the Morden extension, a full scale mock-up of Piccadilly Circus was constructed to 
evaluate circulation patterns).

The façade features sculpture by various artists of the time including Eric Gill, Eric Aumonier, 
Henry Moore and Jacob Epstein. Aumonier was to work with Holden again at East Finchley 
producing a 10 foot sculpture of an archer unleashing an arrow towards the capital .

Epstein's work, two sculptures entitled 'Night' and 'Day' resulted in controversy owing to the 
presence of the naked genitalia of a small boy on 'Day'. Newspapers were outraged and Frank Pick 
even offered to resign until Epstein agreed to 'remove the offending portion', as Christian Barman 
put it in a letter to Holden:

17th August 1953 

Dr Charles Holden
Harmer Green
Welwyn
Herts.

My dear Holden,

I wonder whether you could throw a little light on some rather unreliable information I have about the Epstein 
sculptures on 55 Broadway.

'Day' was of course finished some months after 'Night' and it was when 'Day' has been completed that the press 
were invited to come and see both the sculptures. Most of the criticism was, of course, directed against 'Day' and 
you will remember that Pick ran into very serious trouble over this sculpture with the directors of the Underground 
Companies.

I have recently been told that Epstein was disappointed to find how little public attention was attracted by 'Night' 
and that he therefore set out deliberately to make 'Day' more provocative of public comment. You may possibly 
remember whether anything of this kind happened, I have however been assured that the anger of the Underground 
Directors was only calmed when Epstein was persuaded to perform a small operation on the anatomy of 'Day' and 
that he in fact removed 1 1/2" of the offending portion.

I do not think I should repeat the story unless I can get some confirmation of it and I thought I would consult you 
before going to Epstein.

Yours sincerely

Christian Barman [publicity manager for LT] 

Features to note:

• Externally – largely unadorned Portland stone façade with sculptures for decoration; LT 
roundel on downpipe hoppers; foundation stone plaques: one laid by a housekeeper, one by 
a foreman stonemason (reflecting Holden and Pick's humility - both men refused 
knighthoods/peerages)

• Internally – extensive use of marble and bronze; Art Deco fixtures and fittings – lighting, 
clock above LU entrance



Piccadilly Line Extension – Turnpike Lane, Southgate and Arnos Grove

In the 1920s, Piccadilly line trains became increasingly crowded as passengers changed to and from 
trains and trams at its Finsbury Park terminus. An agreement between the GNP&BR and the Great 
Northern Railway (GNR)  prevented an extension beyond Finsbury Park, and this opposition was 
continued by the GNR's successor the London & North Eastern Railway (LNER). After a long public 
campaign and representations to Parliament, the 'North and North-East London Traffic Inquiry' was 
established in 1925 which recommended extending the Piccadilly northwards, as the LNER was 
unable to afford the costs of electrification of its suburban lines. Meanwhile, to the west, plans 
were drawn up to extend to the Hounslow and Ealing areas.

In June and July 1930, Pick and Holden had toured Europe to look at modernist public architecture, 
and to examine integrated transport systems. By this time, UERL (now known as the Underground 
Group) had acquired the London General Omnibus Company and various tramlines and bus 
manufacturers to form a large concern known as 'The Combine'. Only the Metropolitan (and its 
subsidiaries the Great Northern & City and East London Railways) remained outside its control and 
then only until 1930 upon nationalisation and the formation of the LPTB. The only other 
independent underground railway was the Waterloo & City, still owned and operated by the 
Southern Railway (successor to the London & South Western Railway, L&SWR) which remained an 
anomaly, only passing to London Transport control in 1997 as a result of the privatisation of British 
Rail.

Pick and Holden visited Germany, Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands and were impressed by 
the Hamburg and Berlin U-Bahn stations of Alfred Grenander, Willem Dudok's use of Dutch red 
brick in Hilversum (particularly the Raadhuis or City Hall), and Erik Gunnar Asplund's Stockholm 
City Library, the drum and box form of which is a clear influence on Holden's design for Arnos 
Grove.  

Suitably inspired, Holden began his finest work, using the sparing approach to geometry (circle, 
semi-circle, rectangle, square) and simple palette of materials (brick, reinforced concrete, glass) he 
had seen in Europe. Sudbury Town, described by Holden as a 'brick box with a concrete lid' was the 
first to open (in 1931), although Pick was unhappy with the standard of fitments and the general 
clutter within the station. The next station to open, Sudbury Hill, avoided the previous mistakes 
and was more pleasing to Pick's eye.

The Cockfosters extension finally opened in its entirety on 31st July 1933, after temporarily 
terminating at Arnos Grove (opened 19th September 1932) and Enfield West (now Oakwood; opened 
13th March 1933).

These stations represent Holden at his best. His subsequent work for London Transport was either 
interrupted by the Second World War or suffered from post-war austerity. Only East Finchley on 
the Northern line 'Northern Heights' extension was completed before that project's cancellation. 
On the Central Line extension, Holden's work includes some impressive features (the double drum 
– a smaller version of Southgate – at Redbridge; the Moscow Metro style lower concourse at Gants 
Hill) but seems to lack the opulence of his pre-War designs.

Features to note:

Turnpike Lane – brick box with ventilation towers
• Platforms – tiling; Arts and Crafts ventilation grills, designed by Harold Stabler RDI, 

featuring a rural turnpike (tollgate) scene
• Escalators/lower concourse – uplighters on escalators – non-original but in Holden's style; 

Art Deco ceiling lights and trunking; uplighters on lower concourse
• Ticket hall – slightly below ground level; large expanses of glass; uplighting
• Externally – louvred ventilation tower; semi circular entrance canopies/shop/brick piers in 

different radii and curved Art Deco lights; detail beneath lip of concrete lid



Southgate – double drum
• Platforms – tiling; bronze surrounds to roundels, signs etc.; ventilation grills; original bronze 

fluted uplighters
• Escalators – original bronze uplighters as designed by Holden
• Booking Hall – double drum with central pillar; tiling with simple geometric pattern; bronze 

fittings; glass strip; uplighting
• Externally – strong horizontal lines; granite/brick/concrete construction; lit from interior 

through glazing and externally using lighting strip; 'electrical insulator' on roof; shop names 
in Johnston; seats with roundels and floodlights above; Holden-designed streetlamps to 
bus concourse; integrated transport hub; surrounding landscape – grass areas (and adjacent 
site originally proposed by Holden as a nursery and florists); modern street clutter – Pick 
would be very disappointed!

Arnos Grove – drum and box (qv Stockholm Library)
• Platforms – use of concrete; simple Arts and Crafts hardwood timber seating; original 

signage; bronze surrounds to advertising; bronze handrails
• Booking Hall – drum with uplit central column (modification/development of Sudbury Town 

'brick box with concrete lid'); brick/concrete/timber/glass – limited palette of materials; 
central passimeter  (with display of Holden's life and work); lighting - uplighters and from 
exterior via glass panels

• Externally – simple geometric design; horizontal frieze formed of blue tiling ; 
brick/concrete/glass; large prominent roundels; detail to underside of lip of concrete lid

En route from Turnpike Lane:

The Piccadilly line passes through many of Leslie Green's stations for the GNP&BR – a slightly 
different tiling pattern/colour is used at platform level to identify each station e.g. claret and grey 
at Russell Square and grape at Arsenal, where the station's original name Gillespie Road is also 
featured (the name was changed to Arsenal (Highbury Hill) in 1932 at the request of Herbert 
Chapman, Chairman of Arsenal Football Club; the (Highbury Hill) suffix was dropped in  the 
1960s).This feature was continued at the stations on the Cockfosters extension e.g., pale blue at 
Manor House, yellow at Turnpike Lane. 


